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Return to The Shade and reunite with your favorite characters in a brand new heart-pounding

adventure!A Dawn of Guardians is the start of "Season 5", a thrilling new storyline.Â New romance

to fall in love with.New mysteries to unravel.A new journey to lose yourself in...Your Shade family is

waiting for you!Â Order your copy now.
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Welcome back to the Shade. A lot has happened in the last two years, most of it peaceful, but as

always with a little twist. As things have calmed and you think itâ€™s safe again, guess what?

Itâ€™s not so safe as you think!Old and new characters emerge in this first book of season five. You

are cordially invited to come along and share in this new adventure, but be aware, once you

doâ€¦.you will never want to leave!How do I know? I am a Shadian!!!!

I would just like to take a moment to say that I am pretty sure I have found a new book boyfriend.

While Eli will always be my main man, Tejus is closely behind.With that said, A Dawn Of Gaurdians



is definitely in my top 10 when it comes to favorites involving The Shade Series. It completely

sucked me in. I didn't sleep once I got it! I'm not gonna lie, the book made me jumpy since I read

deep into the night. The suspense and build up in book 33 is INTENSE!! I am anxious to see how

this next season plays out with Hazel. If the rest of the books are anything like A Dawn Of

Gaurdiansâ€¦ I've definitely got a new favorite season and couple!Thank you for continuing to write

about our beloved Shade Bella, because one does not simply stop writing about The Shade!

I am really thankful that Bella decided to continue writing about The Shade. Season five started off

with very happy endings for some of our beloved couples which pleased me immensely and then

carried on with our new lead characters. Bella is great at setting the scene and the build up to the

next part is very intense. I am excited to find out where she is going to take this story because it's all

so new and unpredictable. We shall have to wait and see! Thank you for another amazing book

Bella.

Never in a million years would I have expected this series to make it this far, and yet I am always

waiting for the next one with in a month or so. They never take me long to read as I can never put it

down unless I am so tired I drift off to sleep. So happy it's not over. I will dread that last book

knowing there will be no more adventures to read about in the shade. If you are reading this review I

can only assume you have read the books to this point so why stop now. Just buy and read.

Season 5 begins. We go 2 years into the future with all of our beloved characters and a few new

ones. This book is seen through Hazels eyes and I find it so fascinating that I'm now reading a

series that has the grandchildren telling the story . And when you thought Bella has writtenâ€‹ about

every super natural creature out there, guess again. BRING ON BOOK 34

As it always had been hard not to LOVE this at all!!! Hazel ruby Benedict and julian would have

never expect such to be awaiting for them and come on! New species?!!! Again?!!! Damn

awesome!!! Not sure how bella is keeping this up and keep me on my toes for the story to go on!

Cant wait for shade 34 to be out in oct20 to continue! Left me hanging bad!

Bella's has started this season with a whole new generation on Novac's for us to go explore and

grow with. History can't help but to repeat itself in some forms or fashion, and I believe this new

generation will keep everyone young and fresh on their toes. Welcome home to the Shade.



The next generation is off and running with strength, wisdom, confidence and love. I can not wait to

see how life plays out for the children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren of the Shade. The

journey continues....
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